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Forward.

My story is
more the rule than the
exception, particularly
for women of color.
— Y. Elaine Rassmussen, CEO

Social Impact Strategies Group
Photo credit: DashCAM by Desiree

In creating this report I thought it was
important to share my entrepreneur
journey and how it informs the work
we do at Social Impact Strategies
Group (SISG). Although I started
this company in 2016, this is my
third go at being an entrepreneur
and unlike previous efforts, this
was by choice. The first two times
were out of neccessity. I was what
is often referred to as an ‘accidental
entrepreneur’. Forbes magazine
defines accidental entrepreneurs as
‘people who never in a million years
thought they’d be running their own
business’1. I had no intention of
growing a business, I just wanted
to have some income to hold me
over until I found a job. However,
my entrepreneur journey would
provide me with valuable lessons that
would help me become the systems
entrepreneur I am today.
My first go at being an entrepreneur,
I was a single parent of a three-year
old with a degree in marketing and
international business. I had been

out of work for almost a year. I was
making ends meet by working with
two local temporary agencies taking
on short term (one to three days) and
longer assignments (one to three
months). As my assignments became
less frequent, I knew that I had to do
something different to generate a
steady income for my family.
In a fit of desperation, I began
calling everyone I knew to let them
know I was available for hire for
communications consulting. Within
several weeks, I had my first client and
soon after others followed. In three
years, what started as a desperate
attempt to keep food on the table,
grew into a full-grown marketing,
communications and public relations
business servicing clients in the
fashion and entertainment industries.
Impacted by the 2001 recession, the
business closed soon after 9/11.
My next venture came almost a
decade later and was the result
of an unexpected corporate lay-

off. In similar fashion, I reached
out to my network for work
with repeated success.
My story is more the rule than the
exception, particularly for women of
color2 .
In this round of my entrepreneur
journey, I wanted to unapologetically
tell our story of entrepreneurship—a
narrative that is sorely lacking in the
entrepreneur ecosystem. I wanted
to create culturally-grounded safe
spaces to learn, share, connect
and promote investing in those
most marginalized—yet, have the
greatest impact—in our entrepreneur
ecosystem. I wanted to identify the
gaps in the ecosystem, lift-up who
was being left out, engage in actiondriven conversations to inform and
power inclusive systems change
that are grounded in restorative
economics3 and economic justice.
With that mission in mind, I launched
SISG in the summer of 2016. SISG is a
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Black/Native-led, certified B-corp social enterprise that
is fiscally sponsored by Ubuntu Institute of Learning
a 501(c)3 nonprofit. Now, two years and half later,
SISG in collaboration with community, entrepreneurs,
investors, partners, foundations, public and private
organizations continues to grow and drive the
ecosystem forward.
We have enjoyed great success in our work which
includes hosting the first annual ConnectUP! MN
Summit that brought together the most diverse group
of stakeholders to engage in an inclusive entrepreneur
ecosystem discourse.
But there is still work to be done. People of color,
Trans, Indigenous peoples and immigrants continue
to be under-resourced and underserved in the
entrepreneur ecosystem, despite the U.S. and
entrepreneur demographics becoming more Brown
and female. There are still gaps in the ecosystem
such as: who is and is not being served, who is
telling the story and who the stories are about.
Additionally, information about investment and
grantmaking choices among sources of capital is
limited or nonexistent.
I urge the field to use this report as an opportunity
to collectively pause and reflect on how you’re doing

your work and identify gaps where the work is, or is
not aligned with your desired impact. I encourage
you to collaborate with us in identifying solutions
resulting from critical analysis of who is being served
and how it aligns with changing demographics in
our communities.
Finally, if our goal is to nurture and sustain a vibrant,
inclusive and sustainable the entrepreneur ecosystem
must work more holistically, embracing cultural
knowledge in addressing challenges and create more
opportunities to advance an equitable and sustainable
entrepreneur ecosystem that ensures the arc of
history continues to point directly towards restorative
economics and economic justice.

Y. Elaine Rasmussen, CEO
Social Impact Strategies Group
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Introduction.
Who can use this report
Investors & Funders

Learn the challenges and opportunities in
underestimated communities while actively
seeing the role your ALL of your assets play
in powering local investments and impact.

Learning Institutions

Insight into aspects of diverse
entrepreneurship to include in business
curricula learning objectives and program
development.

Service Providers & Policymakers

Understand what's needed to strengthen
entrepreneurship and the policies and
services needed to strengthen the long-term
success of diverse local entrepreneurs.

Media

Present narratives that represent the
nuances of the entrepreneur journey
and investing opportunities across
diverse communities.

Entrepreneurs

Learn about ecosystem opportunities for
growth that best fits with your enterprise.
Let us know where there's more to learn!

As the first ConnectUP! State of
the Work Report, the goal is to
provide a baseline of information
that is informed by qualitative and
quantitative data that has been
collected over the past year and
a half. The report will highlight
the barriers, challenges, issues
and triumphs faced by women,
people of color, LGBTQ and other
underestimated entrepreneurs in
Minnesota. Data collected in this
inaugural report is also intended to
provide a cursory overview of the
entrepreneur ecosystem, which
currently has limited quantitative
data and has systematically
invalidated, overlooked and
untapped, the perspective of the
communities the data is intended
to represent.
This report intentionally honors
such qualitative data by
recognizing that much of the
information contained inside
these pages are the voices,
experiences, knowledge, stories,

and traditions of women, people
of color, LGBTQ, Indigenous,
rural, immigrant and other
underestimated communities.
This ConnectUP! State of the
Work Report is not intended to
be a theoretical or academic
representation, but rather a living
and breathing document intended
to lay the groundwork for more
rigorous, targeted data collection
and analysis to better understand,
align, and actively mobilize
networks, resources and capital in
a way that is accessible, equitable,
flexible, and culturally responsive.
President Obama acknowledged
that small businesses are “the
backbone of our economy and the
cornerstones of our communities,”
Entrepreneurship is recognized
as a key driver of wealth-building
for individuals, their families,
and serves as a backbone in
our communities4. There are
between 25 million and 27 million

small businesses in the U.S. that
account for 60-80 percent of all
U.S. jobs5. An important note is
that the number of small-business
owners is becoming increasingly
female and exponentially Black
and Brown6. Ownership is also a
pathway to wealth creation, Black
and Brown business-owners
have 12 times more wealth than
their peers7.
More needs to be done to
create the conditions in
which entrepreneurs from
underestimated communities
will not just survive, but thrive.
This report provides entrepreneur
community stakeholders—
investors, funders, media,
entrepreneur and investor service
providers, elected officials, learning
institutions, and entrepreneurs
themselves—with an analysis
of the ecosystem, as well as
recommendations that can inform
current and future practices,
policies and advocacy efforts.
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Adopting policies and practices rooted in restorative
economics and economic justice will help us
co-create a more equitable, diverse, inclusive, selfdetermined and sustainable economy together.
We are excited to share the work we’ve done over
the past year and a half, as well as share what we
have seen, heard, and experienced from an array
of ecosystem stakeholders locally and nationally.
We believe this report will close some knowledge
gaps to help stakeholders better understand the
entrepreneur ecosystem from a different lens. A
better understanding is necessary to grow and
sustain an inclusive economy that holds space for
all can contribute in solving the toughest problems
facing our communities, collectively and creatively.
Definitions
Underestimated entrepreneurs - entrepreneurs that
represent communities that have been historically and
institutionally denied access or investment. This includes
but not limited to people of color, immigrants, LGBTQ,
Indigenous people, and rural communities.
Entrepreneur Ecosystem (aka ecosystem stakeholders)
includes individuals or organizations that service
entrepreneurs or investors which includes but limited to:
accountants, lawyers, financial institutions, wealth advisors,
incubators, accelerators, consultants, technical assistance
providers, government, learning institutions,etc.

In my experience, poor people are the world's
greatest entrepreneurs. Every day, they must
innovate in order to survive. They remain poor
because they do not have the opportunities to
to turn their creativity into sustainable income.
— Muhammad Yunus, Microfinance guru, Banker, Economist
Photographed: Linda Eagle Speaker

Photo credit: Min Enterprises Photography
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Ecosystem
About Minnesota.
Help thy neighbor generosity,
corporate moxie, and the
great disconnect
Home to 19 Fortune 500® companies
with a combined annual revenue
of $500B and representing a wide
range of sectors from healthcare to
energy, agriculture and grocery, to
electronics and retail – Minnesota has
been celebrated as one of the most
progressive and innovative states in the
nation. However, its prosperity doesn’t
stop there.
In 2017, Minnesota ranked third in the
nation as the state with the highest
charitable giving. According to the
StarTribune8, the 2017 Give to the Max
(Minnesota’s one-day online giving
marathon) shattered records with
donations surpassing $20M. Money
is not the only way Minnesotans
demonstrate their progressive nature.

Minnesota was also ranked ninth in the
nation for volunteerism.
Although Minnesota has a ‘help thy
neighbor’ generosity and corporate
moxie, a disconnect persists between
Minnesota’s prosperity and the persistent
wealth, health and education disparities
across communities of color, Indigenous
people, immigrants, Queer and rural
communities. While people of color
represent the fastest growing segment
of our population, Minnesota Compass9
reported that these communities are:
• More likely to live in poverty
• Less likely to graduate from
high school
• Less likely to own their own home
Reducing income and racial disparity is
key to maintaining healthy, inclusive, and
sustainable communities10. While the
root causes of disparities lie in historical
and institutionalized oppression and

exclusion, the persistent gaps illustrated
by current data can be explained by
insufficient income and inadequate
access to opportunities. Often,
individuals in these communities turn
to entrepreneurship to overcome these
limiting barriers to wealth creation.

of transactions throughout the year.
Since the 1970s, small businesses have
been responsible for 66 percent of all
net job creation within the economy.
Together, small businesses pack a
significant impact that provides stability
to the American workforce.

Multiple reports cite higher
unemployment rates, long-term
unemployment, and continued pay
gaps are often cited as the reason
women of color start businesses at
higher rate—out of necessity and the
need to survive—rather than a desire
to seize a conventional career path
(ProjectDiane 2018, Tapestry of Black
Owned Business, and 2017 State of
Women-Owned Business)11.

Finally, it is widely understood
that business ownership (i.e.
entrepreneurship) is a viable pathway
to wealth creation. This requires an
accessible and inclusive entrepreneur
ecosystem that promotes business
growth and sustainability. Research
shows when small businesses are
healthy and prosperous, that individuals,
families, and the community-at-large
benefits and prospers.

According to the U.S. Department
of Commerce, there are 28 million
small businesses in America. These
businesses employ 55 percent of the
workforce and account for 54 percent
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As of January 2017 there are
an estimated 11.6 million
women-owned businesses
in the United States that
employ nearly 9 million
people and generate more
than $1.7 trillion in revenues.
Source: The 2017 State of Women-Owned Business Report

Photo credit: Min Enterprises Photography
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Ecosystem
Minnesota Entrepreneur.
Similar to Minnesota’s achievements
in charitable giving, volunteerism, and
corporate growth, the state has also
been noted as a beacon for social
entrepreneurship. In the Deeper Dive
Report: Social Enterprise Ecosystems
in the US12, Minnesota was ranked
within the top 10 overall in four pillars:
Funding, Human Capital, Quality of
Life and Regulation & Receptivity.
The report highlighted the biggest
barriers facing social enterprises,
as well as recommendations to the
broader entrepreneur ecosystem.
The report was well-resourced
and insightful; however, over two-

thirds of respondents were white
(70%) and over 50% of respondents
were male. Over the past year, the
report has served as a focal point in
informing the Minnesota entrepreneur
ecosystem conversations (including
local social venture fund proposals),
despite the report’s respondents (and
consequently the data) misaligning
with the national and local entrepreneur
landscapes which is reported to be
female and Brown.
Most recently, the Impact Investing
Ecosystem: Twin Cities Map13
produced a cursory map of sources

In the Deeper Dive Report, out of the 416 social enterprises that
were surveyed, 70% of the respondents are white and most of
those respondents were between the ages of 25-35.
However, the ProjectDiane 2018 Report notes that the largest growing
segment of entrepreneurs is Black and Brown women between ages 35-55.

of capital, end-users of capital, types
of investment and intermediaries.
The map displays a bounty of diverse
resources and networks. The map is
by no means exhaustive, nor does it
claim to be. However, since its creation
almost two years ago, there have been
limited enhancements to the map,
nor a deeper analysis of who is (and
is not) being served, what is missing,
and how it is being used. There are
concerns among entrepreneurs
that the map at best, has lulled our
ecosystem into complacency or, at
worst, sanitized the inherent patriarchy
and white supremacy embedded in
the ecosystem.
In 2017, the Northside Economic
Opportunity Network (NEON) presented
‘The Demand for Capital for Minority
and Immigrant Owned Businesses’14
identifying the capital gap in the
Twin Cities alone is conservatively
estimated at $50M. The NEON

presentation is the only report found
that specifically highlights the credit,
resource, network and capital gaps
between entrepreneurs of color in the
Minnesota entrepreneur ecosystem.
As valuable as this report is in lifting up
the gaps in the ecosystem in serving
Black and Brown entrepreneurs, there
appears to be only incremental shifts in
addressing the need for flexible patient
capital, access to mentors, and higher
levels of technical assistance.
There is also a debate in the
entrepreneur ecosystem (whose active
participants are predominately white)
on what businesses qualify as social
enterprises. The conventional thinking
is that an enterprise is social if the
business:
• Has products that create social or
environmental impact
• Donates product or revenue
• Employs people who have
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significant barriers to
mainstream employment (i.e
returning citizens).
The Social Enterprise Alliance
suggests this definition15
“Organizations that address a basic
unmet need or solve a social or
environmental problem through a
market-driven approach.”
Entrepreneurs of color contend
that ownership should be
considered in determining if a
venture is a social enterprise,
since they are more likely to
employ people who have a shared
experience of disenfranchisement,
disproportionate unemployment or
solve a community problem, such
as providing work for displaced
...unlike my colleagues [from
Appalachia, Montana, and central
California] capital is not our problem
in Minnesota. We have plenty of
money, it just needs to be activated
in more sustainable and equitable
ways...Right now, we have a lot of
money going to white people to help
Black and Brown people.
—Y. Elaine Rasmussen, at an RSF Social
Finance Integrated Capital Fellows convening.

youth of color. For example, Trans
business owners are more likely
to employ Trans people, Muslim
women are more likely to employ
Muslim women and so on. Even
when business owners of color fall
under the conventional definition of
a social enterprise, they often don’t
know it or self-identify as such.
Several questions arise, such as
who decides when a business is a
social venture? If businesses are
asked to self-identify, what happens
when funders or sources of capital
have a misalignment in what is a
social enterprise?
Impact Investing is the newest
source of capital that is being
praised to spur small business.
In May 2017, the Minnesota
Impact Investing Initiative (MI3)
was launched and is now a $22
million fixed-income fund that
invests in affordable housing,
small businesses, and civic
infrastructure in Minnesota starting
at $100,000. The collaborative
effort includes commitments from
several foundations and local asset
holders seeking opportunities
to invest locally and generate
social impact16. However, there

has been limited access to: how
small businesses can access
these funds, the demographic
composition of current investments,
or the composition of the portfolio.
Like many initiatives in the
ecosystem, the MI3 launch was
full of excitement and fanfare, yet
opportuntities for access and any
impact analysis has had limited
distribution to the communities it
intends to serve.
In order to build a thriving, equitable
and inclusive entrepreneurial
ecosystem, a deep and nuanced
analysis about who are becoming,
thriving and surviving as
entrepreneurs is needed. Doing so
will allow us to capture and enhance
the value that these companies
bring to the Minnesota economy
and the communities these
businesses serve, as well as identify
the resources needed to support
their growth and sustainability.

The Color of
Entrepreneurship is
Black & Brown
Black & Latinx women are
the fastest-growing group of
entrepreneurs in the US

1997-2017

467%
114%

Growth rate of
Women-owned
business

Growth rate of
Women of Color
owned businesses

Source: The 2017 State of Women-Owned Business Report.
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Our
Analysis.

I had a new appreciation
of how we may be
able to better serve a
more diverse range of
entrepreneurs and how
powerful it would be to
the economy if the black
solopreneurs could have
the support to hire just
one or two employees.
— Avary Kent, Conveners.org

The Minnesota entrepreneur
ecosystem can closely resembles
a baseball game (even if you don’t
watch or like baseball, you’ll get this
analogy). Minnesota has a wide range
of resources such as startup events,
incubators, accelerators, fellowships
and pubic and private service providers
that get entrepreneurs from home
plate to first base. Getting to first

base includes business startup activities
such as identifying business viability,
writing a business plan, building a budget,
prototyping and getting initial sales.
On the flip side of the game, there are a
number of resources in Minnesota for
entrepreneurs already on third base to
get to home plate to score. On third base,
these entrepreneurs typically need over
$250K in capital, are positioned to take on
traditional financing because they have
established credit, collateral, and revenue,
and require more sophisticated levels of
legal, accounting and operations support
that is often industry specific.
It is difficult to know how many
entrepreneurs are on first base and how
many are on third base. What we do know
is that there is a bounty of entrepreneurs
who are shuffling between first and third
base. These entrepreneurs typically
have 12 months or more of consistent
revenue, but they also have limited
access to networks, capital, advisors and
knowledge on growing the business.17
We call this group of entrepreneurs
the Missing Middle.
Like their first and third base counterparts,
Missing Middle Entrepreneurs™ (MMEs),

require specific knowledge, resources,
networks, advisors, patient and flexible
capital at this growth stage of their
business. MMEs are predominately:
• people of color, immigrants, Indigenous
and trans communities,
• not big enough to access seed
capital money,
• have limited access to ‘Friends and
Family’ capital, and
• unable to obtain the necessary credit
for the working capital needed to grow
the business.
However, the Missing Middle extends
well beyond a category of entrepreneurs.
The Resource Missing Middle™ includes
a gap in technical assistance and
information currently offered by business
service providers for this specific group
of entrepreneurs. As mentioned above,
the ecosystem has a number of business
service providers, but more is needed!
Not only are more service providers
needed, but also a broader range of
curriculum, workshops, events, and
resources for entrepreneurs beyond the
startup stage, but not quite at the foothill
of high growth.
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Finally, the notion of the Missing
Middle also applies to the gap in
open, flexible investors and capital
options that are between microgrants
(typically $100-1,500) and the 'Friends
and Family' round (on average
$10,000-$150,000). Some alternatives
to the Capital Missing Middle™ are
competitions and crowdraising. Both
are highly advantageous but are still
often out of reach for MMEs.
On the one hand, competitions can
be very worthwhile in compelling
entrepreneurs to think intentionally
and strategically about their business
and growth plan. The downside is
that competitions tend to be labor
intensive—and as we mentioned
earlier, many MMEs are working fulltime jobs with children and don’t have
the bandwidth or support to compete
at a level that would set them up for
serious prize-winning consideration.
Moreover, competitions often have
ancillary events that preclude these
entrepreneurs from participating
due to their professional and
familial obligations.

With regards to crowdraising, the
underlying premise of a successful
raise is that the entrepreeneur have
a ‘crowd’ from whom will support
the ‘raise’. While the Missing Middle
Entrepreneur may have a ‘crowd’
to raise monies from, their crowd
is often just as economically
disenfranchised as the entrepreneur
themselves, and consequently they
are unable to raise funds at the same
levels as their white counterparts.

$42K $1,140,000
average raise of
Black women who
raised less than $1M

average seed
round raise for
all start-ups

Source: ProjectDiane 2018 Report

Photographed: Susan Hammel

Photo credit: Min Enterprises Photography
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If revenues generated by minority
women-owned firms matched
those currently generated by
other women-owned businesses,
they would add $1.1 trillion
in revenues and 3.8 million new
jobs to the U.S. ecomony.
Source: 2017 State of Women-Owned
Businesses Report
Photographed: Connie Evans

Photo credit: Min Enterprises Photography
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Opportunities in the Minnesota
Entrepreneur Ecosystem for
The Missing Middle.
Over the course of the past year, we have
conducted surveys and informal interviews
with a variety of stakeholders across the
Minnesota entrepreneur ecosystem. Based
on the data outlined in this report, survey
responses and stories shared with us at
ConnectUP! Briefings and ConnectUP! MN
Summit (and subsequent surveys)17 on the
lived experience of entrepreneurs, these are
the main themes of the challenges in the
Minnesota entrepreneur ecosystem:
• The ecosystem is siloed and ‘disconnected’
from entrepreneurs and each other.
• There is a gap in services and information
in what’s needed and what’s available.
• Ecosystem organizations are ingrained in
patriarchy and white supremacy.
• The ecosystem needs broader corporate
and government support.

• Ecosystem leaders and funders need to
adopt a culture of risk and innovation.
• Entrepreneur service providers have
little experience with growing a for
profit business
• Many ecosystem solutions have
incremental impact and are not scalable,
but requires entrepreneurs that have impact
and be scalable.
In a vibrant ecosystem, entrepreneurs,
investors, and intermediaries can be enhanced
by co-designing models that foster collective
visioning and works towards shared priorities
of prosperity and positive social outcomes.
By building the economic ecosystem from the
point of view of underestimated businesses
and their needs at every stage of their growth
and development, the value of personal
experience is reflected, resulting in the
creation of a diverse, innovative and thriving
entrepreneurial environment.

There are many
resources to support
small businesses...
many small business
owners just don't know
they are available.
— Melissa Taylor, Owner, The Beauty Lounge
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Our
Work.
Like many startups, Social Impact
Strategies Group (SISG) started at a
dining room table. Facing the winter
months and isolation, its founder joined
a local coworking space, yet, the fellow
co-workers were not very diverse.
Longing for a better understanding

To know there is
someone black and female
who put on this event
culturally intentional
was extremely empowering.
— Neda Kellogg, Founder, Project Diva & Bush Fellow

of the local entrepreneur landscape,
SISG began engaging in formalized
entrepreneur ecosystem conversations.
Again, there was little diversity in who
was participating in these conversations.
Driven by curiosity, we began asking
diverse stakeholders why they were not
participating in these convenings, as well
as what they wanted to see in the local
entrepreneur ecosystem.
There were a variety of responses, but
the overriding sentiments fell into two
general categories: either they didn’t
know the conversations were happening
or they knew about the conversations
and didn’t want to participate because
of the lack of diversity. When asked if
a diverse conversation, grounded in
economic justice was convened, would
they attend, there was a resounding yes.
This sparked an inspired endeavor to
throw something against the fall and see
what would stick. This sparked the birth
of ConnectUP! as a division of SISG.

ConnectUP!'s work was created to serve
as an unapologetic beacon of hope, a
touchstone of economic justice, and a
replicable model for driving inclusive,
turbo-powered entrepreneur ecosystem
action and social capital deployment,
as well as a blueprint for how other
communities may choose to: reflect
their unique cultural characteristics;
fill economic and social-emotional
needs; identify and support emerging
entrepreneurs of existing businesses in
Minnesota’s diverse communities.
ConnectUP! programs identify ways
to make space for women, people of
color, LGBTQ and other marginalized
entrepreneurs to gather with investors,
funders, business service providers, key
community stakeholders and thoughtleaders in an interactive experience
to connect, learn, share, partner and
design opportunities for the entrepreneur
ecosystem.
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Do you think the
entrepreneur
ecosystem is
diverse and inclusive?

ConnectUP! serves to close the the
180 degrees of separation between
underestimated entrepreneurs and local
investors in four ways:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Lift up and reframe the narrative on
overlooked entrepreneurs, predominantly
people of color.
Provide opportunities for innovative
learning and relationship-building across
a diverse peer network and subject-matter
experts to close knowledge gaps.
Transparent 360° feedback loop from
diverse communities to inform best
practices on our work and the ecosystem
at-large.
Provide qualitative and quantitative
analysis grounded in cultural experience.

48%

of respondents stated

No

12%

of respondents stated

I don't know

The first year of ConnectUP! took a
multifaceted approach that included focused
Entrepreneur Briefings and Investor Briefings,
which culminated into a larger statewide
convening called ConnectUP! MN Summit.

Photographed: Melanie Lewis, The Perfect Piece Sweets at ConnectUP! MN Information Session
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This is the
most diverse
group of investors
I've ever seen.
— Anna Min, Min Enterprises Photography, LLC

ConnectUP! MN Investor Briefing
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ConnectUP!
Briefings Overview.
As a part of the ConnectUP!'s comprehensive
entrepreneur ecosystem convening process, a series of
Entrepreneur Briefings and Investor Briefings were held.
The Briefings provided ecosystem
actors opportunities to improve
awareness of their own lead and/or
supporting roles, as well as familiarize
themselves with the role(s) of diverse
entrepreneurs in the economic
development community.

Twin Cities. The overarching objective
of the 90-minute workshops was
to prepare and nurture participants
to adopting a shared asset-based
framework that would serve as the
foundation of all of the content at the
upcoming ConnectUP! MN Summit.

ConnectUP! hosted 31 Briefing events
in a variety of locations across the

All of the Briefings were offered free of
charge to participants.
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ConnectUP!
Investor Briefings.
In collaboration, Cogent Consulting and SISG teamed up to produce 10 Investor Briefings.
During the Investor Briefings, investors, funders, other sources of capital, and others in
the entrepreneur community shared their investing strategies, investing challenges and
learned about issues facing local marginalized entrepreneurs. In addition, participants
were educated on diverse-led, local investing opportunities across asset classes, how
racism and white supremacy manifests in the entrepreneur ecosystem, and were given a
call to action on how to best serve as an ally and actively power restorative economics and
economic justice through their investing.

• Talk to my partner’s family and my family about what is the money that may be coming.

ConnectUP! created
momentum and groundswell
for our fledgling social
impact ecosystem.

• Look at current investments to see if anything is invested in social impact.

— John Doan, Founder, Mobility for All

Examples of Commitments made by Investor Briefing Participant

• Move cash to smaller socially conscious, local bank.
• Plan for 10% of portfolio to go into direct local investing.
• Talk to my wealth advisor about investing in CDFIs.
• Talk to family (parents, siblings, grandparents, etc.) about social impact
investing options.

Briefings Topics Included (but not limted to):
Getting to Alpha—Finding Local Investments

• Carve out time to discuss ‘money values’ and investing opportunities conversation
with my partner.

Peeking Behind the Curtains: Investors Share Tips

• Ask parents questions regarding investing activity that’s happening in my name.

Aligning Your Values and Your Investments

• Look for opportunities of getting family members to hear more Black narratives

Money Moves: Investing in Justice and Change
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ConnectUP!
Entrepreneur Briefings.

Phoro credit: DashCAM by Desiree

I learned that funders
are just people, and not to
be intimidated by them. In
addition to that, pitching
my business in front of a
group of strangers was a
great practice that I believe
has taken away a bit of fear.
— De'Vonna Pittman, Founder,
Nature's Syrup Body Products

SISG partnered with several organizations such as NEON and Impact Hub to deliver 201and 301-level knowledge of the capital and investor landscape to a diverse group of MMEs.
Entrepreneurs learned from diverse subject-matter experts to tackle need-to-know business
topics that were delivered in an culturally responsive and user-friendly way. The Briefings offered
entrepreneurs the opportunity to build an inclusive community amongst each other, alleviate
feelings of isolation, as well as share and build upon their business and personal experiences.
All Entrepreneur Briefings were hosted in the evenings and on the weekends, and childcare was
made available.

Briefings Topics Included (but not limted to):
Financials for Side-Hustles
Intellectual Property Punch List
Navigating Investor Waters
Building Your Ideal Investor Profile
The Dirty 30 of Due Diligence
Structuring Your Business for Crowdraising
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ConnectUP! MN
Summit – Overview.
150

ConnectUP! MN
Attendees

40%

Entrepreneurs

Shout out to Davis Law Office and
Emma Change of Professionally
Balanced for providing over $10,000
of free leagal & accounting services
to ConnectUP! MN Summit
entrepreneur attendees.
Photographed: Stephannie Lewis
Photo credit: Min Enterprises Photography

40%

Ecosystem*
Community

15%

Investors

In 2018, the ConnectUP!
MN Summit was held in
conjunction with Minnesota
Council on Foundations
annual conference in
Minneapolis. SISG teamed
up with Cogent Consulting
to co-produce the inaugural
event which was designed
to bring together a curated
and inclusive group of
diverse entrepreneurs,
investors, intermediaries
and others to address
systemic ecosystem issues
and break down network
barriers.
The Summit served to fill
some of the gaps identified
in the Twin Cities Impact
Investing Ecosystem map
by connecting investees
with investors that fit their
investing profile.

Now designated an annual
SISG event, the ConnectUP!
MN Summit has become
the premiere ecosystem
event in Minnesota
that convenes private
investors, philanthropists,
intermediaries, women,
people of color, LGBTQ
entrepreneurs, and
entrepreneur community
stakeholders with the
goal of offering actionoriented content and
collaborative networking
spaces to bridge the 180
degrees of separation
between entrepreneurs
from underestimated
communities and local
investors currently
experienced across the
ecosystem.
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ConnectUP! MN Team
Producer
The inaugural Summit explored the role of
philanthropy in the entrepreneur ecosystem,
innovative funding models, social return on
investment, transitioning entrepreneurs from
operator to CEO, and connecting entrepreneurs with
private investors. Underlying Issues of race and
gender were woven into the development of the
programming.
The Summit worked to build a foundation for
deepened relationship building, diverse, and
inclusive engagement with community stakeholders
who work together to identify assets and gaps in
current systems.
The Summit also connected entrepreneurs
to intermediaries with the purpose of more
intentionally fielding resources and providing
services not readily found by entrepreneurs,
investors and others in the ecosystem stuck in the
Missing Middle.
The data highlighted in the following pages
was collected from three sets of surveys: preConnectUP!, on-site event responses, and

nine-month post-event responses. In addition,
narrative stories were collected from one-on-one
interviews with a wide range of stakeholders in the
entrepreneur ecosystem.
This report is full of unfiltered insight that came
directly from the entrepreneur community. Yet,
most revealing insight of all the survey responses
and interviews came when stakeholders were
asked, “What is missing from the entrepreneur
ecosystem?” There was overwhelming agreement
on the need for:
• Unconventional/flexible capital
• Access to unconventional investors
• A service provider roadmap
• Access to diverse entrepreneurs
• Relationship building opportunities across
ecosystem stakeholders
• Current programs serve small numbers are
often not scalable; yet enterprises are not
seriously considered for programs unless they
are perceived as scaleable.

Y. Elaine Rasmussen
CEO, Social Impact Strategies Group

Associate Producer
Susan Hammel
Founder, Cogent Consulting

SISG Co-creators
Jamie Hasama
Social Media, MacNest Intern
Stephannie Lewis
Strategic Partnerships Manager
Courtney Overby
Special Projects Lead
Thomas Oriente
Marketing and Communications,
MacNest Intern
Anthony Pukal
Webmaster
Jon Rasmussen
Finance Manager
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68%

48%

42%

Of attendees made
1-5 new connections

48%

I met
a new:

Connections made were
'Valuable' or 'Very Valuable'

Followed up with their
new connection via email.

Entrepreneur

25%

Investor

21%

Intermediary*

Result of new connections:

39%

potential/formal
investments

38%

Still exploring**

response was 9 months
after Summit

**

79%
Interested in attending a
follow-up, more advanced
session on this same subject
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ConnectUp! MN
Summit Impact.
What did you learn at CU that fundamentally shifted
how you do your work or run your business?
• The range of entrepreneurs looking for funding in our area

How did CU impact your view of the local
entrepreneur ecosystem/landscape?

• One of my biggest takeaways was to "first listen, second listen, third listen,
and maybe just maybe, share fourth." I have found this to be extremely
helpful in my work.

• Many of the entrepreneurs need foundational services to
assess their business concepts.

• It helped me realize some of the challenges that small businesses face.

• I now have a much more comprehensive grasp of what and
who make up the ecosystem-investor.

• It signaled the growing appeal of thoughtful, long-term, integrated, social
enterprise. It also helped tighten the network of local players working
across the broad spectrum of sustainable investment.
• There is a major gap between entrepreneurs and investors. As a
consultant I need to continue to get my clients into spaces where they are.

• Learned it is more robust than expected.
• Made me believe that we should write more stories
on entrepreneurs.
• Improved my knowledge as well as expanded my perspective.
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What did you learn at CU that
fundamentally shifted how you do
your work or run your business?

That there are barriers to
networking across different
communities (white to color);
but it can and should be done.

I think it’s good to
be connected to
others sharing a
similar journey.

Making sure that the
investor's values and
beliefs match that of
your business.

I am able to make better
decisions because I
understand more of the
hurdles folks go through

I learned I need to
focus on content
and products more

Storytelling in
my pitch and
business plan

The statistics on
Black business
economics
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Identified
local
resources
and networks

The range of
entrepreneurs
looking for
funding in our
area

I learned how green I am
when it comes to investing
and just how much I have
to learn

First listen, second listen,
third listen, and maybe, just
maybe, share fourth." I have
found this to be extremely
helpful in my work.

That local
focus is really
powerful.

It signaled the growing appeal
of thoughtful long-term,
integrated, social enterprise. It
also helped tighten the network
of local players working
across the broad spectrum of
sustainable investment.

It helped me
realize some of the
challenges that small
businesses face.

The dimensions
and breadth
of the
entrepreneurial
sector.
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ConnectUP!
Entrepreneur Participants.

50%
38%
29%

29%

29%
8%

6%

Have
full-time jobs

Have children/
Aging adults
at home

Historically Black
(Descendants
of slaves)

African
immigrant

Latino

6%

3%

Asian

Mixed race

Female

LGBTQ
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The Businesses

Capital Demand

Sectors Most Represented
Wellness/Beauty

35%

Sole Proprietors

19%
<$25K

18%

10%

24%

28%

Partnership

Corporation

71%

12+ months
of consistent
revenue

$25K-50K

$50K-100K

24%
>$100K

Current Source of
Funding
(participants gave multiple responses)

Food & Beverage
Consulting
Education

67%

Sales

61%

Self-financed

28%

Credit cards

22%

Loans

Tech (medical, education and others)

If successful in your capital
raise, how would use it?
Staff
New products
Working Capital
Marketing
Equipment or space (i.e. retail, etc.)
Professional services

(i.e. accounting, marketing, legal, etc.)
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ConnectUP!
Investor Participants.
Most Valuable Takeaways

Investment Types
Business stage funded

Networking
Values-Based Storytelling

50%

Learning About Local Investment Opportunities

Pre-seed

Percentage of
portfolio invested
in underestimated
communities
50%

50%

25%

Seed & Venture

New Connections
Average investment size

100%

50%

75%

Followed up with
in-person meetings
with CU Connections

Connections were
'Very Valuable'

None

Although 'Don't Know' and 'None'
represent two sets of responses,
the results indicate how structural
inequities in accessing capital for
entrepreneurs of color can persist.

$50-75K

Met new
entrepreneurs

Don’t know

>$100K

<$25K
25%			50%			100%
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Investor
Risk Appetite

100%

Would you consider
taking a lower return
for higher impact

100%

Would you like to be
engaged in learning
more about investments
in underestimated
communities

[ConnectUP] signaled the growing appeal of thoughtful, long-term,
integrated, social enterprise. It also helped tighten the network of local
players working across the broad spectrum of sustainable investment.
— ConnectUP! attendee

What's Missing from
the Ecosystem
Unconventional Capital
Influential Allies
Service Provider Map

What do You Need MOST
in the Next Six Months:

75%

Plan to Attend the 2019
ConnectUP! MN Summit

Advisors

Success is not final, failure
is not fatal. It is the courage
to continue that counts.

Entrepreneurs

— Winston Churchill

Mentors
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ConnectUP!
Ecosystem Participants.
Most Valuable Takeaways
Networking
Strategy Development/Business Development
Learning About Local Investment Opportunities

The ecosystem needs aceleration,
access points, depth, and execution
that counts to continue and grow.
— Michael Bransford, Linden Hills Capital

Investment
Demographics
Percent of capital
deployed to non-white
entrepreneurs:

85%

New Connections
62%

31%

46%

25%

25%

Met 1-5 new
connections

Met 6-10 new
connections

Met new
entrepreneurs

Met new
service providers

Met new
investors

None / Don't Know
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What's Missing
from the Ecosystem

36%

Flexible/
unconventional
capital

26%

Influential allies

18%

Access to
entrepreneurs

14%

Service provider
roadmap

Challenges in serving
underestimated communities
Lack of personal connections to underestimated communities
Lack of assessment for idea feasibility and viability; market
research, understanding use of financial statements as tools
for business stabilization and growth.
Finding a way to build capacity within the underestimated
communities in a way that is still relevant and respectful of
their culture.

Since Summit, how have you addressed
the entrepreneur ecosystem gaps
Trying my best to reach out to more diverse entrepreneurs

77%

Plan to attend the 2019
ConnectUP! MN Summit

What do you need MOST
in the next 6 Months:
Investors
Mentors/Advisors
Entrepreneurs

I have decided to become an entrepreneur myself.
Engagement with groups outside of MN to identify "best
practices"
I brought groups of 30-40 founders to engage, learn, &
contribute

[ConnectUP!] helped tighten the
network of local players working
across the broad specturm of
sustainable investment.
—Tim Roman, Ecotone Analytics
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Call to Action.
Take the Pledge: Educate ourselves, Embody our principles,

Model it for the community, Hold ourselves accountable (even when it's inconvenient)
Investors & Funders
• Learn about the issues that affect different
population groups in the community.
• Review the demographics of your
investments and grants.
• Address policies that inadvertently prevent
investing in diverse entrepreneurs.
• Support ConnectUP! work.
• Hire SISG to help design your impact framework.
Learning Institutions
• Review your curriculum, programs, and reading
materials to ensure that they reflect the diverse
tapestry the field.
• Develop courses to address the structural
ecosystem needs, and hire instructors from
within the community to teach those courses.
• Collaborate with SISG to address inclusive 		
entrepreneurship.

Service Providers
• Network with population specific organizations
to expand culturally responsive programming.
• Partner with SISG to do more inclusive
field-building
Policymakers
• Understand policy impacts on entrepreneurship.
• Partner with SISG network to inform public policy
analysis and reform grounded in restorative
economics and economic justice.
Media
• Publish more stories on diverse entrepreneurs.
• Connect with the SISG network for diverse
perspectives on the entrepreneur ecosystem.
Entrepreneurs
• Join the ConnectUP! Text Network for timely 411.
• Share your experiences, challenges and
success stories with us!
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72% of new jobs
in the United States
between 2007 and 2012
were created by
non-white business owners.
Photographed: Linda Eagle Speaker, Joanne S. Ott, and Jina Penn-Tracy

Photo credit: Min Enterprises Photography

Source: An Economy for All: How Philanthropy Can Unlock Capital for Women Entrepreneurs and Entrepreneurs of Color through Inclusive Investing
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Get Involved.
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Looking Forward
What's Next.
Based on the data highlighted in this report and the demographics
of up-and-coming entrepreneurs, SISG will remain open to all
entrepreneurs but will focus our programming on the Missing Middle
and prioritize our outreach to Black and Brown women (includes cis-,
transgender, gender-nonconforming).
Looking forward in 2019 and sticking with our baseball analogy, we are ready to support
underestimated entrepreneursa across Minnesota—as we round ALL the bases —in a joint
effort to build-upon OUR collaborative track-record of success.

Here’s what’s on-deck for SISG in 2019!
Entrepreneur/Investor Expansion, Growth & Development

• Launching ConnectUP! Integrated Capital Fund
• Hosting the 2019 ConnectUP! MN Summit June 21-23 at the Wilder Center
• Kicking off a new series of Convening Circles
• Growing the number of live and online ConnectUP! Entrepreneur and Investor Briefings
Field Building

• Publishing the 2020 ConnectUP! State of the Work Report
• Identifying research projects to support the Minnesota Entrepreneur Ecosystem

Photographed: Shawntera Hardy

Photo credit: Min Enterprises Photography
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What large foundations can do...
• Put endowments to work through #InclusiveInvesting.
• Establish promising new financing vehicles.
Organizational Expansion

• SISG moves in the Cocreatz Building in Saint Paul.
• Growing our dynamic SISG professional team
If we work together, 2019 promises to be the best year
ever for Minnesota's underestimated entrepreneurs!
By continuing to expand on our collective commitment,
dedication, and visioning, we will move from being
challenged by the Missing Middle to celebrating a
brand-new era of economic, social, and communityinspired home runs!
If you have additional questions, reach out to us at
connect@connectup.com. We’d love to share more about
the details about this study!

• Engage peers to attract new donor partners and philanthropic capital.
• Work to transform the practices of mainstream investors and asset
managers, who collectively control trillions in investment capital.
• Fund advocacy and education initiatives aimed at transforming the
practices of mainstream financial industries.

What individual/family donors can do...
• Complement your existing philanthropic commitments to
racial justice and/or gender equity with investments in
inclusive entrepreneurship.
• Create an inclusive investment mandate for your donor-advised
fund assets.
• Engage your peers to attract additional capital to support women
entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs of color.

Source: An Economy for All: How Philanthropy Can Unlock Capital for Women Entrepreneurs
and Entrepreneurs of Color through Inclusive Investing
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Sponsors.
Deep appreciation goes to all of
the sponsor organizations and
individual contributors (participants,
presenters, partners, cheerleaders,
etc.) that contributed to the 2018
Summit and our impact on the
entrepreneur ecosystem.
Without your continued
commitments to innovation,
vulnerability, justice, equity and
access, the nine months of
convening leading up to the 2018
ConnectUP MN Summit would
have seen far less success and
may not have had the potential to
flourish beyond the first year.
Thank you to:
Anonymous Donors
Anna Min Enterprises
Northland Visions
Professionally Balanced
RSF Social Finance
Wolfpack Promotions
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If you can't fly then run, if you can't run then walk,
if you can't walk then crawl, but whatever you do,
you have to keep moving foward.
— Martin Luther King, Jr.

Photographed from L-R: Andriana Abariotes, Y. Elaine Rasmussen, Adair Mosely, and Shawntera Hardy

Photo credit: Min Enterprises Photography
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